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摘

要

近年來，人們對文字探勘的分析充滿熱忱。文字探勘的分析範圍包括文檔，
電郵、網頁，系統記錄檔，用戶生成的各種文字內容，這是一個有大量資料的分析
領域，人們可以在其中得知一些潛在的資訊。文字探勘是各界共同創造的一種技術，
它可以快速理解客戶的需求和吸引客戶。本研究設計和實現一個文字探勘工作流
程系統（TMWS），該系統可讓使用者逐步的創建任務、平行視覺化文字探勘任務、
驗證工作流程和校驗工作流程的資料。為了有效驗證和得知清晰的語意，我們提出
一個專屬文字探勘的流程模型，並描述如何基於這模式實現系統原型。最後，我們
將展示如何透過我們提出的文字探勘工作流程系統快速構建一個社群監控平台。

關鍵詞：科學工作流程、服務工程、文字探勘、流程管理、自然語言處理
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ABSTRACT
Recent years have seen an enthusiasm on analyzing textual data, which ranges
from documents, emails, web pages, to user generated content. This is an analysis domain
with a large amount of data, and people can learn some potential information. Text mining
is an enabling technology for value co-creation activities as it allows for quickly
understanding and engaging customers. In this thesis, we report our experience in
constructing a text mining workflow system (TMWS), which allows for incrementally
and prototypically creating tasks, visually threading task mining tasks into a workflow,
and validating and verifying the workflow. To provide clear semantics and enable
validation, we propose a text-mining specific process model and describe how to
implement a system prototype based on it. We show how we can quickly build such a
system using our proposed text mining workflow system.

Keywords: Scientific workflows, Service Engineering, Text Mining, Process
Management, Natural Language Processing
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
Text mining and analytics has found its way in many applications in our daily life,
ranging from email spam detection to chatbot appeared in many social media and
commercial web sites. It can be used to convert unstructured natural language data
generated by human to structured data for subsequent analysis such as social listening and
trend analysis.

In recent years, the increasing power of computer hardware further boost

the field of text mining, with new algorithms/techniques emerged in an unprecedented
pace, e.g., deep learning techniques have been widely applied to dramatically increase the
accuracy of natural language processing (NLP).
Text Mining has been popular in both industry and academia. Both public and
private sectors have recognized the importance of involving customers in their
service/product design. Text mining is an enabling technology for such value co-creation
activities as it allows for quickly understanding customers’ opinions and suggestions, e.g.,
through social listening, as well as more effectively engaging customers, e.g., through
chatbots.

In industry, text mining, despite the development is still in its infancy, has

been widely applied in many domains, such as retails, fast moving consumer goods,
health care, finance, telecommunication, political, legal and government ("Text Analytics
Market Analysis, Market Size, Application Analysis, Regional Outlook, Competitive
Strategies And Forecasts, 2014 To 2020,"). Companies can formulate operational
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strategies, marketing plans, and user feedback through well-designed text mining process
to promote the company's growth.

In addition, governments can employ text mining

techniques to understand the voice of citizens or monitor online network to help
governance and formulate suitable laws and regulations. In academia, text mining has
emerged as a powerful tool to facilitate or enhance traditional research methodologies
such as quantitative, qualitative, and archival research methods (Ignatow & Mihalcea,
2016).
Despite its popularity and usefulness, text mining remains a difficult task for both
practitioners and researchers because task mining is a domain specific task. Government
wants to use text mining to know about people’s comments and sentiments about policies
and government performance. The manufacturing industry wants to know which aspects
of the product attract people through text mining. Email service provider needs to use this
technology to distinguish whether email is spam. Different domains will have different
goals and their unique kind of data, and thus require different workflows for their
processing and analysis.
Although conventional data analytics programming language such as R and
Python are equipped with some text mining packages that can be used to process and
analyze textual data, it is by no means convenient because composing a right script (in R
or Python) for a given text mining goal is nevertheless challenging. It requires incremental
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design and repetitive validation. For example, some task mining components require
vocabulary lexicons for word segmentation, subject identification, and sentiment
detection. It needs several rounds of inspection before suitable lexicons can be decided.
In addition, not many business personnel, e.g., marketers, and social science researchers
can well master these data analytics programming languages.
In recent years, some workflow platforms for text mining and/or data analysis
have been proposed. They provide visual tools for researchers/users to drag and connect
some text mining components. Notable platforms include Orange (Demšar et al., 2013),
Textflows (Perovšek, Kranjc, Erjavec, Cestnik, & Lavrač, 2016), Galaxy (Goecks,
Nekrutenko, & Taylor, 2010), KNIME (Berthold et al., 2009) and RapidMiner (Hofmann
& Klinkenberg, 2013). While these platforms have user friendly interfaces and allow
users to quickly construct workflows for their own simple text mining applications among
others, they fail to consider the following aspects which are crucial to text mining
application in real world:


A text mining application is a prototypical process, where each step can be
individually tested.



A text mining application in intrinsically a process of text mining tasks, which
requires validation before it can be deployed and executed. Thus, a workflow
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platform for text mining should have an underlying solid process model to enables
static text mining process validation.


A text mining process often needs to be repeatedly executed, e.g., for social
monitoring. Thus, a workflow platform for text mining should allow continuously
event-driven execution of a text mining process.



Often times, the outcome of a text mining process is a canvas that comprises a
number of statistical diagrams. The validity of the resultant statistical diagrams
relies on the quality of the outcome of each intermediate text mining task. Thus,
a workflow platform for text mining should allow for the examination and query
on the output of each text mining task.

In this thesis, we first propose a text mining process metamodel, based on which
we develop a workflow platform for text mining. The platform allows users to visually,
incrementally, and protypically construct a workflow for their text mining application.
The resultant workflow can be statically validated and dynamically verified. In addition,
it can be repeatedly and periodically executed by proper configuration.
This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we describe the works related to
the design of our text mining process model and the platform. In Chapter 3, we present
our proposed text mining process metamodel and the categorization of text mining tasks.
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In Chapter 4, we detail the design of the text mining workflow platform. Chapter 5
describes how to quickly construct a social listening system using our platform and
discusses how the constructed social listening system satisfies the need of a local
enterprise in Taiwan. Finally, we conclude in Chapter 6 and point out future research
directions.
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CHAPTER 2 - RELATED WORK
In recent years, workflow techniques have been increasingly used for the
coordination of analytical works. Text mining workflow is a special kind of a more
general data analytics workflow, which in turn can be generalized into scientific
workflows. In this chapter, we will first introduce recent works and systems for scientific
workflows. We then review the previous works on data analytics workflows. Lastly, we
will discuss recent works on text mining workflows.

2.1 Scientific Workflow
Scientific workflows are gaining popularity in science community to coordinate
experimental and analytical steps required for the design of scientific experiments. It can
effectively and efficiently assemble scientific data processing activities to reduce the
sluggishness between processes and reduce the time needed to complete them through
computerized automation techniques (Liu, Pacitti, Valduriez, & Mattoso, 2015). In order
to avoid entering an infinite execution loop, most workflows are described as directed
acyclic graphs (DAG), and a majority of workflow languages use an XML based
representation (Deelman, Gannon, Shields, & Taylor, 2009).
Scientific workflow is different from its business counterpart in several aspects
(Ludäscher, Weske, McPhillips, & Bowers, 2009). While business workflows focus more
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on

control flow as dictated by business rules, scientific workflows thread steps

together mainly based on data flow in the experiments. In a scientific workflow, several
tasks can operate at the same time, provided the same object will not be processed by
these parallel tasks. An edge A→B in a scientific workflow often means A will generates
data to be consumed by B.
Moreover, scientific workflows can help reuse and repeat scientific experiments
(Garijo, Gil, & Corcho, 2017). First, the workflow can record steps, parameters, inputs,
outputs, information document, and versions in the workflow, which help users
understand the details of the experiment design. Second, when the process details need to
be adjusted or the toolkit is no longer maintained, the task can be replaced to make the
workflow reusable. Finally, experiment designers can share their experiment designs with
peers by uploading the corresponding workflows to some platform, e.g., myExperiment
(De, Carole, & Stevens, 2008),

which increases scientific workflow sharing and reuse.

In scientific workflow, there are some properties pertaining to the process, such
as resource usage, process safeness, functional correctness, functional similarity, process
similarity and data-type correctness (Curcin, Ghanem, & Guo, 2010). Several workflow
analysis tools have been proposed to address these issues. Typical architecture contains
composability checker, process profiler, equivalence checker, similarity checker,
optimizer and other.
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There have been many scientific workflow systems used in science community
(Atkinson, Gesing, Montagnat, & Taylor, 2017). A notable one is Apache Taverna
(Wolstencroft et al., 2013), an open source and powerful scientific workflow system
widely used in bioinformatics, astronomy, chemistry and biodiversity. Taverna provides
visual design interface and execution engine. Taverna also offers a variety of deployment
possibilities, including web services of various standards (e.g., soap and restful). A welldesigned workflow can be performed on Taverna engines using Taverna's server.

2.2 Data Analytics Workflow
In recent years, data analytics become popular and many organizations and
individuals have embarked on projects for analyzing data in various domains. Many
individuals and organizations have realized that they can gain potential competitive
advantage through big data analytics, but lack IT expertise and budget. The TOREADOR
project is designed to overcome some of the major obstacles ("TrustwOrthy modelawaRE Analytics Data platform (TOREADOR),") . It provides a model of the entire big
data analysis process and its artifacts. Although there exist some programming languages
for performing data analytics, such as Python and R, not every data analyst are
programing experts. Nevertheless, data analytics is indeed a process of steps, and data
analytics workflow system can be used to easily and efficiently conduct data analytics. In
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this way, users can avoid re-writing code, and simply use the data analytics workflow
system to thread a number of analytics functions. This is ideal for data analysis because
analyzing data requires software engineers, data scientists, and domain experts. Using
data analytics workflow systems, scientists or experts can focus on domain knowledge,
thereby reducing entry barriers.
Currently, several data analytics workflow systems have been proposed, and the
provided functions can be divided into three categories (Khalajzadeh, Abdelrazek,
Grundy, Hosking, & He, 2018), namely DataOps, AIOps, and DevOps.

Data-related

activities (DataOps) covers data collection, validation cleansing, filtering, and, union,
followed by data visualization. Notable DataOps include Tableau and Plotly. The second
category, AIOps includes some artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML)
related activities, and they are developed by many famous companies, with notable
systems being Google Cloud, Amazon AWS and IBM Watson. In addition to features
such as model selection, training, tuning and testing, AIOps often cover functions of
DataOps. DevOps focuses on development and monitoring of the solutions to solve
enterprise problems, in addition to functions of DataOps and AIOps. Notable examples
include Rapidminer, IBM Watson ML, SAS, and KNIME.
Orange is a popular open source DevOps. It provides a simple GUI and powerful
analysis capabilities. Components in Orange are written in C++, and more than 200 C++
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classes are provided (Demšar et al., 2013). Additional components can be implemented
using Python scripts. Numerous tools can be used for data manipulation, statistical models,
data analysis, visualization, data export, etc. It is very suitable for preliminary or one-off
analysis.

2.3 Workflow for Text Mining
Text Mining is a special type of data analytics that focuses on textual data. There
is a huge amount of textual data on the web for analysis. An internet minute in 2018 is
generated 18 million text message, 187 million emails, and 48100 tweets (Lewis &
Callahan, 2018). Moreover, these numbers are growing rapidly every year. These texts
have a lot of research and analysis space. Both industry and academics are very active in
analyzing text in an attempt to get more information. However, text mining is still
somewhat difficult, and non-professionals still have difficult to effectively carry out text
mining. There are a variety of purposes for text mining, and the process of each analysis
will be somewhat different. Rewriting the code for every analysis is actually a less
efficient method, analyst needs to overcome this problem to make the analysis more
efficient.
In recent years, some text mining workflow systems have emerged. Notable
examples include Textflows, and some expansion packages for Orange, Galaxy, and other
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data analytics workflow systems. These systems can solve the above two problems,
analyst can simply use the system for analysis. Packing the code into modules can allow
analyst to quickly design workflows, reuse and modify existing workflows. As text
preparation accounts more than 50% of the entire analysis process (Garijo et al., 2014),
These tools provide a comprehensive list of text preparation tasks.
Textflows is a web-based text mining and natural language process platform
supporting workflow construction (Perovšek et al., 2016). It can be used anywhere to
process textual data in the cloud of computing nodes. Textflows uses Celery to perform
and schedule tasks.

Celery controls workers in multiple servers for different type of

tasks, which can be performed synchronously or asynchronously. The Textflows backend
is developed using the Django framework, which allows for interaction to several
database management systems, such as PostgreSQL, MySQL, and SQLite. Besides,
Textflows employs tools (e.g., LATINO, NLTK, Scikit-learn etc.) to implement some
NLP tasks.
The current text mining workflow systems are limited to one-off analysis. Our
proposed text mining workflow system compliments the existing text mining workflow
system by providing repeated workflow execution, precondition/exception handling for
each task, workflow validation and data verification. In the following chapter, we will
describe the proposed text mining process model.
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CHAPTER 3 TEXT MINING PROCESS MODEL DESIGN
In this chapter, we first describe the proposed Text Mining Process Model. We
then present some of our designed Text Mining tasks.

3.1 A Process Model for Text Mining
Definition 1: A text mining task (TM task for short) is a tuple <I, C, O, P, E, R, X>,
where
- I specifies the data input of the task, which is a data frame resembling a
relation in relational model.
- C specifies the control variables that are needed for executing the task.
- O specifies the data output of the task, which is also a data frame.
- P specifies the precondition of the task, which must be satisfied before the
task can be executed.
- E specifies the effect (or post condition) of the task, which signifies the
features of the task when successfully executed.
- R specifies the possible set of status results after the execution of the task.
- X specifies exceptions and their handling.
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Note that a text mining task takes as input a data frame and generates another data
frame. A data frame is essentially a set of columns, one for the observations of a single
variable, and each row in a data frame represents an observation of several variables. C
is the set of parameter settings for instructing how to perform the task. For example, a
prediction task may require a prediction model as the control parameter, while a lookup
task may need a dictionary or lexicon as the control parameter. Both P and E are
conditions that can be specified using well-formed formula (WFF) in propositional
calculus. Specifically, P specifies a WFF that must be satisfied before the pertaining task
can be executed. On the other hand, E specifies a WFF that will be satisfied when the
associated task is successfully executed. R specifies a set of status variables in
propositional calculus, each of which is a possible outcome of the task. A default variable
in R is Success, which marks the successful execution of the task. X specifies exception
handling and is a set of ordered pairs (x, a), where x is a WFF on the variables in R and a
is a repairing function when x is satisfied. Note that x exemplifies a condition for a
problem, while a indicates the makeup task designed to offset the problem. For example,
for topic identification task, an exception condition “LowCoherence” indicates many
input articles do not fit the existing topics well, whereas the repair action could be
designed to rebuild the topic model (or, for non-supervised learning, to update the
category lexicons).
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For example, a tokenization TM task, tokenization may have the following
specifications:



I: A data frame A(aId, title, text) that consists of three columns: article id, title,
and its textual content.



C: (numberPreserved, stopWord, stopWordDict), where the first parameter
(numberPreserved) indicates whether numbers will be preserved for output
tokens, the second parameter (stopWord) indicates whether stopWord will be
kept, and the third parameter (stopWordDict) locates the stopWord dictionary.



O: A data frame B(aId, word) that consists of two columns: article id and retrieved
words in the textual content.



P: Segmented, which indicates that the textual data must be segmented into
sentences before tokenization can be conducted.



E: Tokenized, which is a variable that is set to be true when the task is successfully
completed.



R: {Success, Fail}, which marks only two possible outcomes: success and failure



X: (Fail, anotherTokenizer()), which indicates that when failure occurs, another
tokenizer will be executed.
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As another example, let us consider an LDA topic classifier TM task, lda:



I: A data frame A(aId, word) that consists of two columns: article id, and word.



C: (minWords, topicModel), where the first parameter, minWords, specifies the
minimum number of words an article must have in order for its topics to be
derived, and the second parameter (topicModel) indicates the trained topic model
which will be used to derive topics for articles.



O: A data frame B(aId, topics) that consists of a column, article id, and a set of
columns, one for each topic.



P: Tokenized, which indicates that articles in the input data frame must have be
tokenized before.



E: LDATopic, which indicates the topics of articles have been decided by LDA
modeling.



R: {Success, LowCoherence, Fail}, which marks three possible outcomes:
success, low coherence, and failure.



X: {(Fail, anotherLDAClassifier()), (LowCoherence, RebuildLDAModel()),
which indicates that when failure occurs, another LDA classifier will be executed,
and when low coherence is detected, for example, by measuring the perplexity of
articles in the input data frame, a new LDA model may be rebuild.
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TM tasks can be linked to form a workflow. To provide clear semantics, we
consider only sequential execution in our model for all tasks other than visualization tasks.
In other words, only sequential and exclusive branches for non-visualization tasks are
allowed in our model. Parallel constructs are allowed only for visualization tasks to enable
the display of multiple diagrams produced by several visualization tasks on a canvas.
Formally, a link can be defined as follows:

Definition2: A text mining link (TM link for short) is a ordered pair (st, dt), where st is
the source TM task or gateway and dt is the destination TM task or TM gateway

In our previous examples, we can construct a link (tokenization, lda), which
indicates that the TM task lda will be unconditionally instantiated when the TM task
tokenization is successfully executed. In the following, we propose another text mining
construct, gateway, which can be used to allow branches in the workflow. Therefore, a
link (tokenization, gateway) is unconditionally instantiated when TM task tokenization is
successfully executed. We can have another link (gateway, lda, cond), which establishes
a link from gateway to lda with a condition. The link specifies that lda will be instantiated
only when the condition is satisfied.
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Definition3: A gateway link is a triple (gateway, dt, cond), where
- gateway is a gateway construct
-dt is a TM task.
- cond is a WFF, when satisfied, the gateway is enabled and dt will be instantiated.

TM gateway is the objects that controls the flow of the process. It can be
distinguished into parallel gateway, exclusion gateway and others. Parallel gateway can
only be used for parallel executing TM tasks, in which only one non-visualization TM
task is allowed. It unconditionally allows all branches executable. Exclusion gateway
allows only one of the branches. It will set conditions for all branches and only one of
branches will correspond successfully. For example, from exclusion gateway to two
branches named lexicon-based topic and LDA, limit for lexicon-base topic is the count of
articles must be smaller than 2000 and limit for LDA is the count of articles must be
greater than or equal to 2000, it means that two branches will only execute one of them.

Finally, we can define a text mining workflow as follows:

Definition4: A text mining workflow (TM workflow for short) is an ordered pair (T,
L), where T is a set of TM tasks and L is a set of TM links. For each TM link (st, dt,
cond) in L, 𝑠𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 and 𝑑𝑡 ∈ 𝑇.
17

As mentioned, we only allow sequential execution in our text mining workflow.
Thus, for a given TM task t in a TM workflow, we will be able to identify all the TM tasks
preceded by t, denoted Pre(t). After executing t (and Pre(t)), we can identify several
columns that have been generated:

Definition5: The Column closure of a TM task t, denoted Closure(t), is the union of
all the output columns of each task executed before or at t. Formally,

𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒(𝑡) = ⋃𝒕′∈𝑷𝒓𝒆(𝒕) 𝒕′ . 𝑶 ∪ 𝒕. 𝑶

(1)

To perform validation on a given workflow, we establish the following correctness
criteria:
1. For a given link (st, dt, cond), the input of dt must be a subset of the column closure
of st. This is to make sure that all the input columns needed for executing dt must be
provided by st or some tasks executed prior to st. Specifically,

𝑑𝑡. 𝐼 ⊆ 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒(𝑠𝑡)

(2)

2. For each exclusion gateway, its condition must be exclusive. Formally, for any two
distinct outgoing links of g: (g, dti, condi) and (g, dtj, condj), condi ∧ condj = FALSE
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3. For each exclusion gateway, the conditions of all its outgoing tasks cannot all be false.
Formally,

⋁(𝑔,𝑑𝑡,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑) 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 = 𝑇𝑅𝑈𝐸

3.2

(3)

Text Mining Tasks

In this sub-chapter, we describe some example TM tasks. TM tasks can be
categorized into the following types: Event, Text Retrieval, Text Cleaning, Natural
Language Processing, Data Processing, Prediction, and Visualization, which will be
described in more detail below.
1. Event TM tasks signify events. Possible events include start, end, and timer. For
example, the start TM task can be specified as null in its I, O, P, E, R, and X, because
it is the very first task in the workflow, simply indicating the start of the workflow.
If the workflow is to be executed periodically, then the timing parameter can be set
at C. For example, PERIOD = 15 is used to indicate that the entire workflow is
executed every 15 minutes.
Another example, the end TM task is the end task in the workflow, it is the only one
that can accept multiple income parameter. It combines all income elements and
create a new canvas (using web page rendering) for users to monitor. If income does
not have a visualization task, result will be NoOutput.
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I: dataframe or visualize object
C: list of visualize area, list of visualize title
O: canvas
P: null
E: R: {Success, Failure, NoOutput}

2. Text Retrieval TM tasks retrieve textual data from some external source and produce
data frames. For example, the Get (csv) TM task can be specified as follows:
I: null
C: file path, type of each column, name of each column, encode, separate, and
enclosed
O: names and types of columns in the data frame
P: null
E: DataInput, which signifies that the data input is complete.
R: {Success, Failure, Empty, Mismatch}, which indicates the successful execution,
the invocation error, the empty return, and the mismatch between the output
specification (in O) and the retrieved data.
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X: (Failure, FatalError()), which indicates that when failure occurs, a FatalError()
function will be invoked to terminate the entire workflow.

Another example, the Webservice TM task can be specified as follows:
O: names and types of columns in the data frame
P: null
E: DataInput
C: information about external data source. For example, if a Restful API is invoked
to retrieve data, then information about how to invoke the Restful API, e.g., URL and
method, need to be provided here.
R: {Success, Failure, Empty, Mismatch}
X: (Failure, FatalError()), which indicates that when failure occurs, a FatalError()
function will be invoked to terminate the entire workflow.

3. Text Cleaning TM tasks are used to remove html tag, performing stemming and
lemmatization, etc. Take Lemmatization TM task as an example. In English, words
appear in several inflected forms (e.g., ‘play’ appear as ‘plays’, ‘played’, ‘playing’).
Lemmatization reduces words to their base forms. Its specification is as follows:
I: names of the columns that contain textual data to be analyzed
C: dictionary pathname if needed
21

O: names of columns for the lemmatized data
P: null
E: Lemmatized
R: {Success, Failure}

Another example, Pattern Extract TM task can extract some content from a given
pattern. Its specification is as follows:
I: names of the columns that contain textual data to be analyzed
C: pattern rules
O: (aId, text)
P: GetData
E: null
R: {Success, Failure, Mismatch}, which indicates the successful execution, the
invocation error, the empty return, and the mismatch between the output specification
(in O) and the retrieved data.

4. NLP TM tasks are used to process text. Possible processing methods include
segmentation, tokenization, POS Tagger, and dependency construction. For example,
the Segmentation TM task is the task of break sentence. It specified as follows:
I: (aId, title, text)
22

C: (language, character replace, preservation)
O: (aId, sentence)
P: GetData
E: Segmented
R: {Success, Failure}

Another example, the Tokenization TM task is the task of extraction word in the
article. It can be specified as follows:
I: (aId, title, text, sentence)
C: (language, numberPreserved, stopWord, stopWordDict)
O: (aId, word)
P: Segmented
E: Tokenized
R: {Success, Failure}
X: (Fail, anotherTokenizer())

5. Data Processing TM tasks perform operations on a data frame. Possible operations
include relational operators such as selection, project, group, and join. For example,
the Selection TM task can be specified as follows:
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I: (aId, word)
C: word = ‘Text Mining’
O: (aId, word)
P: Tokenized
E: null
R: {Success, Failure, Empty}, which indicates successful selection, failure in
selection, and empty in the selection result.

Another example, the group TM task is the task of grouping column and convert to
new structure data frame. Through this task can calculate the frequency, average,
summation, maximum, etc. of other columns. It can be specified as follows:
I: (aId, title, word)
C: (group column, target column, algroithm)
O: (word, frequency)
P: null
E: null
R: {Success, Failure}

6. Prediction TM tasks perform text classification in order to determine the sentiment
and topics embedded in textual data. For example, Lexicon-based sentiment TM task
24

is a method for sentiment judgment of articles using sentiment lexicon, which
contains a set of words labeled as positive, neutral, and negative. The task default is
use LIWC lexicon. Of course, users can add their own lexicon for their own needs. It
can be specified as follows:
I: (aId, word)
C: {Language, Lexicon}, which specifies the language used and the pathname of
lexicon
O: (aId, pos, neu, neg), which includes three new sentiment columns: positive, neutral,
and negative.
P: {Segmented, Tokenized}
E: {Lexicon-Sentimented}
R: {Success, Failure}

Another example, , the lexicon-based Topic TM task is the task of lexicon-based topic
classification, it uses lexicon to classify topic, users can define lexicon, and classify
article by theses definitions.
I: (aId, article)
C: { Lexicon }
O: (aId, topic, score)
P: {Segmented, Tokenized}
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E: {Lexicon-Classifed }
R: {Success, Failure}

7. For the ultimate goal of producing a canvas, visualization TM tasks are deemed
required. A visualization TM task display some statistical diagram about the data,
e.g., histogram, line, word cloud, correction, etc., and the control parameter is to set
various parameters of the diagram. For example, a history on sentiments can be
specified as follows:
I: (aId, pos, neu, neg)
C: histogram, (pos, neu, neg), count, x_label, y_label, title of the diagram
O: null
P: Sentimented
E: null
R: {Success, Failure}
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CHAPTER 4 - PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT
In the previous chapter, we have described our proposed text mining process model
and show some example TM tasks. Next, we will describe the design of our prototype,
including the system architecture, workflow designer, workflow engine, task executor,
data verification, and workflow validation.

4.1 Architecture of the TM Workflow System Prototype
We design the prototype based on our proposed TM process model. Figure 4-1
shows the architecture of the prototype. In the architecture, there are five modules, namely
TM Workflow Designer, TM Workflow Validation, TM Workflow Engine, TM Task
Executor, and TM Data Verification. We use MongoDB, a widely used NoSQL database

Figure 4-1: Architecture of Prototype Development Design
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management system as the central repository for storing both workflow/task definition
data and execution data. MongoDB is a non-structural database, it can effectively store
variety of non-structural fields, flexibility in adding and deleting fields, and it is very
suitable for storing NLP-related data. Each module will be described in more detail in
the following subchapter.

4.2

TM Workflow Designer

The TM Workflow Designer provides visual interface for the user to construct TM
tasks and their workflow in an interactive way. Figure 4-2 shows the visual interface. The
left menu shows the various types of TM tasks, divided into several categories, including
Event, Retrieval, Cleaning, Processing, NLP, Prediction, and Visualization, with different

Figure 4-2: Visual Interface
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colors for different categories. For example, under Retrieval category, there are five TM
task types, namely Get(csv), Get(xls), Get(text file), Crawler, and Web Service, which
provide the functions of retrieving textual data from csv file, xls file, and text file, online
web crawler, and API via Web service. Users can drag a particular type of TM task to the
main frame to create a TM task. Then a notebook will be displayed to allow the users to
specify the properties about the task, including input, control, and output parameters,
among others. Figure 4-3 shows the notebook for Tokenization TM task. Once the TM
tasks are created, the users can subsequently add links and gateways between them.

Figure 4-3: Notebook for Tokenization TM task
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The definition information about TM tasks and their links will stored in MongoDB
for subsequent validation and execution. The execution of TM task will be based on the
tuple design we propose. It will judge from precondition, obtain control parameter, actual
execution, modify effect, record result and perform the exception. During the execution,
TM task needs to read some user or system generated configuration files.

4.3

TM Workflow Engine

Designer can design workflows by drag and drop, and the resultant workflow
definition is stored in the central repository, MongoDB. These definitions can be
converted into common workflow language (CWL) ("Common Workflow Language
Specifications, v1.0.2,") and then executed by the TM workflow engine. Using CWL, the
workflow can be performed in a variety of well-known engines, e.g., Apache Airflow,
Apache Taverna and Rabix Bunny. CWL is more flexible and stable than many existing
script languages. The TM workflow engine will invoke the TM Task Executor by passing
some information required for execution in the form of JSON. For example, Figure 4-4
shows the JSON document for a Tokenization TM task.
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Figure 4-4: JSON document for a Tokenization TM task

4.4

TM Task Executor

The TM task Executor will, based on the given JSON document, decides on a
corresponding Restful API to invoke. Note that execution of a TM task may update some
data frame stored in the central repository in the form of MongoDB collections. The TM
task Executor will access some MongoDB collection when executing the corresponding
task. The procedure for TM Task Executor is as follows:
1. Check if the precondition (P) is satisfied by consulting the central repository. If not,
terminate the workflow and return FATAL ERROR. Otherwise, proceed to step 2.
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2. Check if the input columns (I) are available and their types are consistent with the
specification by consulting the central repository. If not, terminate the workflow and
return FATAL ERROR. Otherwise, proceed to step 3.
3. Invoke the corresponding Restful API by providing the required input. When the
Restful API completes, insert its output to the MongoDB collection.
4. If the invocation returns some result other than SUCCESS, then check the exception
handling (X). If there is a corresponding exception handling function for the result,
then invoke the function. Otherwise, terminate the workflow and return FATAL
ERROR.

4.5 TM Data Verification
Designing a TM workflow is not a waterfall process, yet rather an incremental
process. We recommend the user to design TM tasks one at a time and adjust the control
parameters by carefully looking at the result.
We design a trial function to help the user view the outcome of the current parameter
settings. User can use trial function to adjust the control parameters of each TM task to
find suitable parameters to achieve the desired results.
Figure 4-3 shows the notebook for specifying the properties of Tokenization TM
task. In the notebook, users can click “Trial” button after specifying the control
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parameters to try executing the task. Afterwards, users may inspect some columns as
specified in “Inspection Column” by clicking “Result Inspection” button.
The “Result Inspection” function can also serve as the data verification to the
entire TM workflow. As mentioned, the ultimate result of a TM workflow is often a
canvas that displays several diagrams concurrently. However, we may need to verify the
result generated by each intermediate step before we can trust the final result displayed
on the diagrams. For example, when the tokenization TM task in early stage of the TM
workflow does a poor job, the final result cannot be trusted. In this case, parameters for
tokenization TM task may have to be adjusted, and the entire workflow needs to be reexecuted.

4.6

TM Workflow Validation

TM tasks cannot be arbitrarily connected. For example, TM task of POS tagger
can be done only after tokenization. If task of POS tagger is placed before tokenization,
an error should be reported. Thus, our prototype allows the user to perform TM workflow
validation before it is executed. Specifically, the TM workflow validation does the
following:
1. Check if the precondition of each TM task can be satisfied by the effects of its
predecessors. That is to say, for each task t, we have the following constraint:
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⋀𝑡 ′ ∈𝑃𝑟𝑒(𝑡) 𝒕′ . 𝑬 → 𝒕. 𝑷

2. Check if data dependency holds by Eq (2) as shown in Chapter 3.
3. Check if the exclusive condition holds in all links by Eq (3) and (4) in Chapter 3.
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(4)

CHAPTER 5 A CASE STUDY: THE CONSTRUCTION OF
SOCIAL LISTENING SYSTEM
In this chapter, we use our system prototype to implement a social listening system.
As text mining has certain needs in government and various industries including finance,
transportation, IT, and petrol chemical industries. Regarding the requirements of social
listening system and real-time, which can be satisfied by the functions of alerting, word
clustering, sentiment analysis, and new topic identification.
According based on political sentiment, we designed a social listening workflow
using our proposed TM workflow system. The data source for listening is the
“HatePolitics” board of the BBS forum PTT, the most popular forum in Taiwan. Figure
5-1 shows the screenshot of the social listening on our system prototype, where the menu
bar contains icons for editing tools, execution tools, validation and verification. Left menu
bar shows a series of TM tasks, which are classified according to different categories.
User can design the workflow by dragging the task on the left menu bar to the main frame.
In this main frame displays an example of TM workflow.
This workflow starts with “Start” and uses crawler to craw the forum posts
periodically. The TM task “Crawler” is followed by a parallel gateway, which has two
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branches: a TM task and a visualization task. The “Visualization” task displays a line
chart showing the number of crawled articles on each day. On the other branch, there are
three green TM tasks, namely “Segmentation”, “Tokenization”, and “POS”, which are all
NLP tasks used to break sentences, tokenize sentences and tag Part of Speech.
After NLP tasks, a parallel gateway is followed to have two branches. One is
another visualization task, which shows word cloud. It can be rendered according to POS
or word quantity. The other branch starts with “Selection” task, which extract articles
based on part of speech or keyword, e.g., to retrieve only verb, adjective, adverb, and
nouns, so that only relevant data is preserved. The “Selection” task is followed by an
exclusion gateway, which distinguish large data set from smaller one.

If the number of

retrieved articles is less than 2000, we adopt lexicon-based methods for both topic
identification and sentiment detection. On the other hand, when there are more than 2000
retrieved articles, we resort to LDA for topic identification. Since the output generated by
two topic identification tasks is not the same, the “Lexicon Sentiment” must be drawn
separately instead of using a single task.
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Figure 5-1: Screenshot of Social Listening Workflow

“Lexicon sentiment” uses the LIWC or other dictionary for identifying the
emotions of words to determine the sentiment of each article. Finally, all TM tasks are
connected to “end” task, which will generate the canvas. Canvas is generated by means
of web pages and will display all the above diagrams. After the “lexicon-based Topic” or
“LDA Topic”, a histogram will be drawn. Since these two tasks are exclusive, only one
of them will appear in the canvas.
We set the execution period for the social listening workflow once per day and
retrieve appropriately 200 articles each day. Figure 5-2 shows canvas for our example
social listening workflow, where the line graph in the upper left corner is the number of
retrieved articles each day. Word Cloud, located in the upper right corner, shows the words
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sized with their frequencies. The bottom left is the topic distribution graph and the
histogram in lower right corner shows the sentiment of each topic.

Figure 5-2: Canvas of Case Study

In this case study, DPP (民進黨), Kuomintang (國民黨) and Taipei Mayor Ko WenJe (台北市長柯文哲), are the most frequently mentioned entities of PTT. Find out topic
and sentiment related to them can grasp the satisfaction of netizens on them or topic
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CHAPTER 6 - CONCLUSION
In this thesis, we have described our text mining process model that threads TM
tasks into a workflow. A TM task is a tuple <I, C, O, P, E, R, X>, that specifies the input,
control, output, precondition, effect, results, and exceptions about the task. Based on the
proposed text mining process model, we develop a workflow platform for text mining,
which include workflow designer, workflow engine, workflow validation, task executor,
data verification. Using this platform, users can design and perform their text analytics
process by dragging and dropping, setting parameters, and trying execution. The resultant
workflow can be converted to common workflow language (CWL) and executed in some
workflow engine under choice. Lastly, we present a case study to illustrate how to
construct a social listening system using our system prototype. Through case study, we
demonstrate how a workflow design crawl a textual from the BBS forum, text cleaning,
natural language process, topic classification, and visualization operations.
Compared to existing text mining workflow systems, our system provides more
flexibility in incremental and prototypical design and more robust workflows through
process validation. In addition, our system provides monitoring capabilities because it
supports scheduled execution, while other existing system are one-off execution, these
can only do one analysis or manual execution. However, current design on TM tasks types
is still rather low-level and may cause difficulties for domain experts who do not have
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expertise in data processing and analysis. In the future, we will design a set of higherlevel TM tasks that encapsulate detailed data processing so that users can focus more on
their domains.
When processing a large amount of textual data, it takes a long time for execution,
and distributed computing or parallel computing can effectively help the execution
efficiency and greatly reduce the execution time, we will try to add the system to
distributed or parallel execution to improve the efficiency of the system. Furthermore, we
will allow users to construct customized TM tasks that are expressed in (R or Python)
scripts to facilitate more advanced text mining users.
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